Best Practices 

in Supply Chain Analytics

Keep a record of your historical inventory
Why

1

Maintaining Inventory History will improve your forecast accuracy and avoid
opportunity losses due to Out of Stock (OOS).

What/How Save historical records of opening and closing stock (ideally, daily) to calculate
historic out-of-stock (OOS) occurrence and lost sale units. In the context of a sales
forecast, you can adjust the historical sales by including lost sales units. Including
these past opportunities, losses will provide a more accurate prediction for future
sales.
Example

A US retail giant constructed historical on-shelf inventory to pinpoint out-of-stock
instances and derived opportunity loss units. This information was used to prevent
opportunity loss by improving the replenishment parameters (cycle, quantity, time,
etc.). As a result, the retailer increased the sales while reduced investment in
discounts by 21%.

Keep track of your procurement, order, and inventory adjustments
Why

Adjustments is the source of error in planned vs actual sale realization and if not
accounted for are practically untraceable.

What

There are 2 types of adjustments:

— Analytical (automatic) driven adjustments: rounding to supplier batch size,
Minimum Order Quantity (MOQ), or Full Truck Load (FTL).

— Manual: Risk Takers/Account managers tend to deviate from forecast at an
operational decision level.

How

Avoid analytics adjustments by breaking down forecasts for demand and supply
planning such that it is a Highest Common Factor (HCF) of MOQ/Batch Size etc. at
each stage of the Supply Chain. In case HCF is too high you will need to negotiate (say
on the supply side for MOQ) or forecast at a higher aggregated level. Manual
adjustments should be captured using predicted/planned flow of material vs actual
flow. Allowance of deviation should be allowed but needs to be controlled with the
help of policies.

Example

Chinese electronics giant plans its operations at pallet level with no exception on
delivering a partial pallet. Single adjustment for pallet size (units/pallet) is proactively
done and documented at the planning level. This means adjustment by units is
completely eradicated from supply chain operations. This policy improves material
handling efficiency, truck capacity utilization, and makes operational planning simple.
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Use the Product Life Cycle (PLC) to adapt your forecasts
Why

Too often companies ignore PLC while making demand forecasts for their products.
This leads to erroneous estimations and inventory imbalance.

What

The most important parameters to look for are 1) the economic indicators such as
Disposable Income per Capita and 2) competitor activities such as product launches
and promotions.

How

For market-sensitive products such as Smartphones, frequently check and account
for the effect of similar or overlapping product launches from competitors, any
technology change (4G to 5G), economic change (Covid 19), etc. These factors can
change your products PLC. For example, if the maturity stage reaches early it would
be a good idea to adjust your forecast and see if the decline stage would also reach
early. We recommend using regression analytics or time series forecasts (such as
vector autoregression) for optimal results.

Example

Indian E-Commerce is a very competitive market and the two giants keep a close look
into their competitors’ offerings and plan for disruption on a regular basis. Technology
products are sensitive to change and tend to have a short lifespan. The frequency of
Mobile phone rollouts has increased by up to 66% during the past 5 years. Note: To
reduce the impact of competition on the PLC, E-Commerce platforms such as Flipkart
have negotiated exclusive distribution deals with electronics manufacturers.
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Use analytics to plan your shelf space and increase sales
Why

4

What/How Observe past sales data to place high-demand products on priority shelves with
optimal visibility. Set up automatic notifications to trigger replenishment. Optimal
On-Shelf quantity differs by product and retail store. Important considerations for
deciding on-shelf quantity are first replenishment lead time and the second average
distance between the shelf and customer so that product is adequately visible for
making a purchase decision.
Example
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Shelf visibility is a big factor in product sales. Moreover, shelf space is limited and
precious. You should thus use analytics to plan shelf allocation precisely according to
the product demand.

Major electronics retailers in the Middle East plan shelves to take full advantage of the
sales season. They usually allocate multiple shelf spots for star products and execute
a JIT agile replenishment policy. This ensures the best visibility and avoids stockout,
resulting in the success of sales promotions. On average, such a strategy achieves a
yearly 12% uplift in sales volume.
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Prevent FTL policy from affecting your replenishment needs by
optimizing order design
Why

FTL policy prevents you from replenishing until the policy is met. Either you face OOS
or incur extra cost on Adhoc replenishment.

What/How Think of logistics as a service and optimize on multiple parameters in each run. For
example 

• Identify the probability of FTL given different frequencies of replenishment.

• Enable returns with replenishment to maximize truck utilization in each run.

• Plan route for multiple pickups and drop-in forward as well as backward journey.
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Specialized route optimization algorithms can help you to plan these services and
best utilize your fleet capacity.
Example

In an FMCG scenario, take frequent replenishment of Diapers while spices can be
procured for the month and stored locally. Fashion retailers minimize LTL (Less than
full Truck Load) for part of the route and manage multiple services in a complex
pickup and delivery schedule. Replenishment, Inventory balancing, and returns are all
enabled as a single asset optimization system that optimizes for cost, storage (local
and central), and opportunity. This achieves a 40% reduction in logistics cost while
still improving on service levels.

Manage your peak hours with overlapping shifts.
Why

A good shift management will help you avoid overstaffing during hours of peak
demand, which will save you costs.

What/How If peak hours are shorter than the number of hours in a shift (for example, 4 hours of
peak sales in the evening shift) you readjust the shifts such that they overlap during
peak demand, ensuring sufficient manpower without additional staffing. Redistribute
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workload and tasks during these hours to ensure accountability.
Example

An Asian E-Commerce giant rearranged his inward, processing, and logistics shifts to
create peak hours and start operating in a 4-shift model to manage 2 peaks of 4 hours
each. This ensures peak throughput capacity utilization for longer hours every day and
repurposes slack hours for additional services enablement and load handling. This
achieved a boost in handling 18% more load than the installed capacity while
reducing the SLA breaches to 1%.

GSC is a data analytics and software development consulting startup. We
apply Machine Learning to historic data to help you make better business
decisions. Interested in learning more? Contact us.
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